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What is HCC?
Human n. A bipedal primate belonging to the mammalian species
Homo sapiens
Humans have specific experiential characteristics
Computer n. An electronic machine which is used for storing,
organizing and finding words, numbers and pictures, for doing
calculations and for controlling other machines
Confluence n. A flowing together of two or more streams. The point of
juncture of such streams. The combined stream formed by this
juncture.
Human-computer confluence: A research program to investigate how
the emerging symbiotic(?) relation between(?) humans and computing
devices can enable new forms of sensing, perception, interaction, and
understanding.
Human Experience of being confluent with computers

HCC

The two roles of information technology:
1. As part of Self when it creates or augments an external world
2. As part of Not-Self (other) when it augments the internal world
Presence is experienced insofar as the first applies – this is HCC
- no conscious effort of action or of access to information
- the technology is part of the self (and vice versa?)

Transit Points in the Design of
Human-Computer Confluence
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Three principles  3 design aspects
1. The world has no particular form
 Altered Embodiment
I am in this body, but I have changed senses +/or action potential
2. Human Computer Confluence implies Mediated Presence
 Expanded Embodiment
I am in this body, but the boundary of my self extends beyond it
3. I can be present in other bodies
 Distributed Embodiment
I have a cognitive perspective from this body, but I am (also) in that one

Altered Embodiment
Altered Embodiment
I am in this body, but I have changed senses +/or motor systems,
externalised emotional responses
Non-dualists deny mind-body separation (‘Descartes’ Error’)
e.g. Dennett ridicules the idea of a “Cartesian Theater” in the mind.
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Altered Embodiment
Altered Embodiment
I am in this body, but I have changed senses +/or motor systems,
externalised emotional responses
2 Cartesian Theatres!:
Inside the head
- the internal world of imagination, thoughts, stories
Outside the head
- the external world of objects, places, 3D things
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Altered embodiment
Altered Embodiment
I am in this body, but I have changed senses +/or motor systems
Changed motoric abilities
The Body Joystick (economical wireless vest)

Navigation by leaning the
body and breathing
(measures spine
orientation and upper
chest size)
For mental and physical
rehabilitation
Control of robotic
devices

Altered Embodiment
Changed senses/altered perception
The Reality Helmet

“Sensory Rearrangement” – Reason
“Synaesthetic Media” – Waterworth
Computer systems as sensory (not cognitive) transducers
The familiar 3D world we all live in can collapse/be transformed by
drugs, sickness, psychosis ….. and technology
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Altered Embodiment
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Altered embodiment is the first stage of HCC
Design challenge: specifying cross-modal mappings – the characteristics
of new senses and new motor possibilities – for different purposes.
A huge universe of design possibilities – what works for which purposes?

Expanded Embodiment
Expanded Embodiment
I am in this body, but the boundary of my self extends beyond it
- Telepresence or mediated presence
Standard perceptual effects such as ‘the rubber hand
illusion’ (Botvinick & Cohen 1998) have been successfully
reproduced in virtual reality and mixed reality situations
(IJsselsteijn, et al. 2006).
This is not surprising – what works in reality works in VR
The body image is remarkably flexible, and may be ‘stretched’
well beyond the confines of the biological body.
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Expanded Embodiment
and Mediated Presence
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Mediated presence is the feeling of being present in a virtual or mixed
reality world experienced as a convincing perceptual “illusion of nonmediation” (Lombard & Ditton 1997)
Insofar as there is no conscious effort of action or of access to
information - this is what illusion of non-mediation means the technology becomes part of the self.
Mediated Presence is the yardstick of HCC

Sense of Presence
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An evolved faculty for distinguishing self from the other
(Waterworth & Riva)
The feeling of presence is an embodied phenomenon, a source of
information (analogous to emotional engagement) through which we monitor
and adjust our reactions and level of attention to our surroundings.
Mediated presence is fundamentally the same phenomenon as natural
presence; it concerns the extent to which we feel ourselves to be in our
present surroundings, at the present time.
When we mistake our own thoughts or actions for those of another,
it is an indication that the presence mechanism has broken down

Sense of Presence
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Through evolution, developed into:
A faculty for distinguishing and calibrating level of attention to
imagined versus real
Presence versus absence – a necessary distinction
the ability to distinguish external, physical events and
situations from events and situations realized mentally,
as internal reflections in thought and imagination.
Strong presence when attention focused on the external
Strong absence when attention focused on internal
Weak presence/absence when attention unfocused

When we mistake our imagined own actions for physical actions, it is an
indication that the presence mechanism has broken down

Sense of Presence
Presence as the link between intention and action, including HCC
Presence
Intention --------------- action
Maximal mediated presence arises from an optimal combination of
form and content, able to support the intentions of the user during
an activity
When we lose the ability to carry out intended actions it is an
indication that the presence mechanism may have broken down
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Expanded Embodiment
We are all cyborgs and always have been (Clark)
Tangible interaction is where the action is (Dourish)
Mind arises from using artifacts (Activity Theory)
Distributed and extended cognition (Perry)
A consideration/assessment of presence allows us to distinguish
when technology is integrated with the self and when it is not.
If it is, we attend to and feel present in an external reality mediated
by the technology
If it is not, using the technology involves a transfer of attention
away from the external world and we feel absent from it
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Expanded Embodiment
Expanded embodiment is the second stage of HCC
Design challenges: specifying the characteristics of a blended (and
therefore shared) external world
Constraints come from the nature of the physical/social, from the
difficulties (impossibility?) of understanding the intentions of a person
Since the physical world has no particular form
 design possibilities open up when expanded embodiment (mediated
presence) is combined with the huge potential of altered embodiment
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Distributed Embodiment
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Distributed Embodiment
I am myself, but I am (also) in that body

Brain-Computer Interaction (BCI) (e.g. Leeb et al.)
We don’t move by thinking about moving
If I am thinking about moving that body
I am not present in any (I am absent)
Some similar brain activity for imagining and
acting
The difference is presence, which underlies HCC

Distributed Embodiment
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(TMS)
God Helmet (see Persinger et al. 2010),
invented by Stanley Koren
Produces a sense of the presence of
another, sometimes a Divine other



Sometimes no effect, and other kinds of
presence are common

 experienced as external other although
perceptual channels are not involved

The technology becomes part of the self



Can specific information be realised by
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(TMS)?

Distributed Embodiment
I am myself, but I am (also) in that body
Self in other bodies
Out of body experiences years (e.g. Ehrsson 2007; Lenggenhager
et al. 2007, Petkova & Ehrsson 2008 ; Slater et al. 2010 )
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Distributed Embodiment
Myself in other bodies?
The feeling that I am present as them – not metaphorically, really.
If I see myself as that creature or thing, and feel myself to be
present in that body, might I come to know what it feels like to be,
for example, a bat (Nagel 1974), an airplane, or a box?
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Distributed Embodiment
Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

psychotherapy
entertainment
mediation (experiencing situations as if one were the other party)
Empathy and other training
mental and physical rehabilitation
many others.

An understanding of how and to what extent we can experience real
presence in other bodies will be enormously important in these and
other fields.
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Distributed Embodiment
Distributed embodiment is the third stage of HCC
Design challenges: specifying the means of being in other bodies, of
switching between bodies, and the characteristics of those bodies.
What kinds of bodies?
human, animal, robotic?
What displays are needed in different situations?
visual, tactile, proprioceptive, auditory?
What sensors?
What motor possibilities?
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Conclusions
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Transit Points in Design of Human-Computer Confluence
Altered Embodiment
Expanded Embodiment
Distributed Embodiment
Combined they offer huge design challenges and possibilities
Most challenging will be such HCC applied in the physical world
in reality blends
The physical world is singular and shared, but reality blends are of
unimaginable variety and possibilities.
Presence is the yardstick of HCC from an experiential
perspective
If you don’t feel present, you are not being “confluent”

Questions?

John.waterworth@informatik.umu.se
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HCC for the
elderly?

Age-related behavioural and brain changes

 Implicit memory and cross modal priming are
spared with age, explicit memory is not.

 Age produces changes in the neurophysiological
signatures of implicit and explicit memory, even in
healthy high functioning individuals.
 Older adults show additional compensatory frontal
recruitment compared to younger persons while performing
both working memory and long-term memory tasks



Older adults use more effortful task strategies

 There is evidence for considerable flexibility and
reorganization in neural circuitry with age.
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Cross-modal priming is
preserved in older adults

Ballesteros et al. (2009). European J. of
Cognitive Psychology, 21, 366-387

Cognitive impairment in older adults


Cognitive impairment compromises the capacity of many older adults (80+)
to live alone and independently in their own homes, with a good quality of
life.



Such adults often suffer from feelings of isolation and loneliness,
helplessness and low self-esteem.



How we can improve the functional status and quality of life of older
adults with HCC?



An approach that
 Taps implicit memory
 Uses cross-modal priming
 Helps provide cognitive, sensory and social stimulation?

